A hash chain H for a one-way hash function h(·) is a sequence of hash values v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n , where v 0 is a public value, v n a secret value, and v i = h(v i+1 ). A hash chain traversal algorithm T computes and outputs the hash chain H, returning v i in time period (called round) i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. While previous hash chain traversal algorithms were designed to output all hash values v i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in order, there are applications where every m-th hash value (i.e., v m , v 2m , v 3m , . . .) is required to be output. We introduce a hash chain traversal algorithm that selectively outputs every m-th hash value efficiently. The main technique is a transformation from a hash chain traversal algorithm outputting every hash value into that outputting every m-th hash value. Compared with the direct use of previous hash chain traversal algorithms, our proposed method requires less memory storages and computational costs.
Introduction
A one-way hash function h : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} l converts an arbitrary block of input message into a fixed-size bit string. It is easy to compute the hash value for a given message but infeasible to find a message that has a given hash value. A hash chain H for the one-way hash function h(·) is a sequence of hash values v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n , where v n is a randomly chosen secret value, v i is iteratively generated by v i = h(v i+1 ) (from i = n − 1 to i = 0), and v 0 is a public value. For i < i , v i can be easily calculated from v i by v i = h i −i (v i ) but computing v i from v i is infeasible because of the one-wayness of h(·). A hash chain traversal algorithm T computes and outputs the hash chain H, starting from v 1 and ending with v n , by using dynamic memory storages (called pebbles). All previous hash chain traversal algorithms (e.g., [1] - [5] ) have the output interval m = 1, which means that T outputs all hash values v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , . . . , v n .
Hash chains have been used for a variety of security applications such as one-time password [6] , secure routing [7] , multicast authentication [8] , payment system [9] , and online auction [10] . To utilize hash chains efficiently, applications need appropriate hash chain traversal algorithms. As each application requires a different hash output interval, hash chain traversal algorithms with various m are required. For example, a distance vector update originated from a node in SEAD (Secure Efficient Ad hoc Distance vector) Manuscript routing protocol contains a sequence number and a metric for each destination [7] . The sequence number is used to indicate the freshness of each route update and is limited by n (the length of hash chain). The metric is the distance, measured in number of hops, from the originating node to the destination and is limited by m (the output interval). To date, no hash chain traversal algorithm with m ≥ 2 is known. Therefore, one has no choice but to use a hash chain traversal algorithm T with m = 1 and extract v m , v 2m , v 3m , . . . from the outputs of
In this work, we introduce a generalized hash chain traversal algorithm that selectively outputs every m-th hash value efficiently where m ≥ 1, to which previous algorithms belong as a special case of m = 1. The main technique is a transformation from a hash chain traversal algorithm T with m = 1 into a generalized traversal algorithm GT with m ≥ 1. Since we treat the underlying traversal algorithm T as a black-box, any previous hash chain traversal algorithm can be used as an input to the proposed transformation. The generalized hash chain traversal algorithm obtained from the transformation reduces memory storages and computational costs.
Hash Chain Traversal for m = 1
Influenced by amortization techniques of [11] , Jakobsson [1] first introduced a single-layer fractal hash chain traversal algorithm that can traverse a hash chain of length n with log n budget and log n pebbles, where budget means the worst case computational cost to output each hash value and log log 2 . To reduce the budget, Coppersmith and Jakobsson [2] adopted a double-layer fractal structure with extra pebbles and constructed a hash chain traversal algorithm that can traverse a hash chain of length n with 1 2 log n budget and log n + log(log n+1) pebbles, which is almost optimal in terms of budget-times-storage complexity.
At CT-RSA 2009, we introduced a single-layer fractal hash traversal algorithm that is also almost optimal [5] * . While our algorithm of [5] is based on the simple singlelayer fractal structure of [1] , it reduces budget by half without using extra pebbles; total log n pebbles and 1 2 log n budget are needed. In terms of the budget-times-storage complexity, our algorithm of [5] is the best hash chain traversal algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Traversal algorithm T
output v; 6: end for 7: halt;
p i .status ← arrived; 10: i ← i + 1; 11: end while 12: halt;
As all previous hash chain traversal algorithms have the output interval m = 1, we can think of a traversal algorithm T as a combination of two subroutines T setup and T traversal . As an example, we present the traversal algorithm of [5] in Algorithm 1 with subroutines in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, where n is the length of the hash chain, l is a security parameter, h(·) is a hash function, and p is an array of pebbles. T setup stores in pebbles some carefully chosen hash values of the chain including the secret value v n . Each time T traversal is executed, it outputs the next hash value and rearranges pebbles to facilitate future computations. The performance of Algorithm 1 is as follows. For details on the algorithm and its analysis, please refer to [5] .
Hash Chain Traversal for m ≥ 1
In this section, we build a generalized hash chain traversal algorithm GT with an output interval m ≥ 1 based on a traversal algorithm T with m = 1. For simplicity, we let n = 2 γ = km for some integers γ, k and use Algorithm 1 as T .
Firstly, to construct a generalized hash chain traversal algorithm GT 1 , we can use the traversal algorithm T directly by extracting every m-th hash value (i.e., v m , v 2m , v 3m , . . .) from the outputs of T ; algorithm 4 formally describes the idea. An example run of GT 1 for n = 16 and m = 4 is given in Fig. 1, which example of [5] if the round is a multiple of m (= 4).
The storage requirement of GT 1 is the same as that of T , i.e., log n pebbles. To compute each output hash value v jm where 1 ≤ j ≤ k, GT 1 needs m executions of T traversal . Therefore, the budget of GT 1 is m · log n budget and log n pebbles.
To build a more efficient traversal algorithm, we should remove unnecessary computations from GT 1 . Let us explain how to simplify the traversal algorithm with the previous example of Fig. 1 . Basically, we introduce four improvements. First, the pebble P 1 , which is marked by in Fig. 2 , is not necessary in the setup stage, because we do not output v 1 or v 2 . Second, we may compute v 4 from v 8 instead of storing v 4 in the setup stage. This technique, which does not increase budget while reducing a pebble, was also used 
Algorithm 4 GT
end if 8: end for 9: halt; in previous works [1] , [2] , [5] . Therefore, P 2 marked by ⊗ in Fig. 2 can be removed. Third, as we do not output hash values v i for i 0 (mod 4), the computations marked by in Fig. 2 can be omitted. Finally, rearrangement of pebbles can be simplified by eliminating computations related to v i for i 0 (mod 4). That is, the computations marked by in Fig. 2 can also be omitted.
Fortunately, these four simplifications can be applied without modifying the inner codes of T setup or T traversal . Let us denote h (·) h m (·) and define an auxiliary hash chain
. Therefore, we can design an improved generalized traversal algorithm GT 2 as Algorithm 5.
The storage requirement of GT 2 is that of T with respect to the auxiliary hash chain H of length Remark. Sella [4] proposed a scalable hash chain traversal algorithm that traverses a hash chain of length n with budget b, where b is a constant unrelated to n. Kim [3] reduced the storage requirement of Sella's algorithm slightly by 
Conclusion
We, for the first time, studied the hash chain traversal algorithm that selectively outputs hash values. We constructed an efficient hash chain traversal algorithm with the output interval m ≥ 1 based on previous traversal algorithms with m = 1. As the proposed transformation is generic, it can be directly applied to known traversal algorithms. We leave a non-black-box approach to design more efficient generalized traversal algorithm as an open problem.
